Disarm (A Romantic Suspense)

The case of his career
Adam Spencer
works for Intelligencethe premier squad in
the police department. When a drug dealer
attempts to take over the city, Adam must
go deep undercover in a prison in order to
destroy the drug ring. Lydia Rice is new to
the squad and has only six months of
experience, but shes sure she can prove that
shes the real deal. Her chance to show she
belongs comes when shes put on the case
with Adam. She knew it was a tough case,
but she didnt know that shed have to battle
not just the drug dealers, but also her own
emotions for Adam. The love of a lifetime
With their jobs on the line, Adam and
Lydia try to deny their smokin hot
chemistry, but their love ignites despite
their efforts. Between Adams messy
divorce from a cheating wife, and Lydias
desire to prove her worth on the job,
neither sought love, but what can they do
when their passions disarm them?
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